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WELCOME TO VOLUNTEER RESOURCES AT GGH! 
 

 

We are so excited that you have chosen to volunteer at our hospital and share 
your time, talents and service.  Thank you!   
 
Most of the people you will encounter in the hospital are experiencing stress as a  
result of their own or a loved one’s injury or illness.  As volunteers, you have a  
unique opportunity to create a positive experience in a stressful situation.   
 
Each volunteer role is a valuable link to the overall mission of the hospital which is  
to:  
 

“Provide the highest quality care and 
experience for patients and their families”. 

 
We want you to be successful in your role.  Therefore, this orientation handbook  
was developed to provide you with important information about the hospital, your  
role as a volunteer, commitment, health and safety and other processes and  
procedures.  
 
If you have any questions or suggestions, please do not hesitate to bring them to  
us.   
 
The Volunteer Resources Department is committed to the development,  
implementation and maintenance of exceptional volunteer programs that support  
and assist patients and visitors of Guelph General Hospital, while providing a  
rewarding experience for the volunteer.  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ABOUT GUELPH GENERAL  
HOSPITAL  
 

General Information 
When the doors to Guelph General  
Hospital were opened on August 16, 1875, the hospital had 12 beds, a small  
infectious room and a dispensary. A superintendent and two nurses provided  
care, as well as working in the kitchen, housekeeping, switchboard and laundry. 
 
Today, GGH is a dynamic, comprehensive acute care facility, with 182 beds  
providing a full range of services to the 200,000 residents of Guelph and  
Wellington County. Services include 24-hour emergency coverage, advanced  
technology and diagnostic support, and specialty programs such as being the  
Regional provider for general vascular surgery and a designated Provincial  
Centre of Excellence for Bariatric Surgery. 

 
Hospital Family 
The hospital employs over 1,400 staff. More than 300 Hospital volunteers  
contribute 1,500 hours of time per month. Volunteers operate in a variety of  
patient care and support service areas and organize fundraising activities. 

 
There are approximately 300 professional staff at GGH including physicians,  
midwives and dentists.   
 
Hospital Vision 
Exceptional Care.  Innovative Partnerships.  Healthier Communities. 
 
Hospital Mission statement 
To provide the highest quality of care and experience for patients and their  
families. 

 
2016-2021 Strategic Plan 

 Provide the Safest and Highest Quality of Care 

 Support Our Exceptional Team 

 With Our Partners, Create A Coordinated, High Quality, System of Care 

 Advance Our Enablers To Accelerate System Change 

 Sustain Our Financial Health 
 



 

 
 

EXPECTATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
FOR YOU AND FOR US 

 

You can Expect:  

 to be treated as an important member of the health care team – not as “free 
help”. 

 to be fully orientated and trained by a designated person (ie: staff or volunteer). 

 to be given a suitable, meaningful assignment with consideration for personal 
preferences, life experience and times available. 

 to be notified about upcoming educational sessions/workshops.  

 to receive sound guidance, support and direction from staff. 

 to be given consideration to change placements where appropriate and based 
on necessary skills and availability. 

 to be heard when you have concerns or wish to make a suggestion. 

 guidance, direction, appreciation, and support from your Volunteer Resources 
team. 

 positive feedback, constructive criticism, and recognition for your volunteer 
efforts. 

 to perform your duties free from harassment or bullying of any kind – 
emotional, physical, or sexual. 

 

Your Responsibilities: 

 Uphold the policies, procedures and guidelines of Guelph General Hospital 
and the Volunteer Resources Department.  

 Commit to the shift you signed up for by showing up on time and following 
appropriate procedures if you are not able to come in. 

 To wear your ID badge and uniform for your placement.  

 Use your initiative to provide excellent customer service to the patients, visitors 
and staff.   

 Keep informed by reading “The Volunteer Connection” (5 times per year); 
monthly E-Volunteer Newsletter, information on the bulletin board in the sign in 
room; and any communication from the department you volunteer in. 

 Be a good listener; always pleasant, friendly and helpful. 

 Refrain from criticizing staff, other volunteers or the care and treatment being 
provided. 

 Ask for help when you need it or ask a question if you are unsure about 
something. 

 Respect confidentiality of medical or personal information, passwords and 
codes.  

 

 Provide adequate notice, in writing, to Volunteer Resources of your intention to 
stop volunteering - two-weeks notice is desirable. 

 



 

 

 
 
Our Responsibilities: 

 Recognize volunteers as valuable members of the team and work to provide a 
positive and supportive environment. 

 Staff, in cooperation with Volunteer Resources, will assist with ongoing 
support, recognition, guidance and evaluation of volunteers and their 
assignments.  

 To provide a safe and healthy environment for volunteers.  

 Provide ongoing recognition for all volunteers.  
 
 

For health/safety and/or liability purposes, please: 

 Do not do any task outside of the volunteer position description or any task that 
is not written down on the volunteer position description.  

 Do not hand out medications of any kind or transport any medications. 

 Do not handle controlled substances. 

 Do not make entries in a patient's chart (on paper or on the computer). 

 Do not empty bedpans. 

 Do not discard sharps (ie: needles, scalpels).  

 Do not raise or lower a bed.  

 D not lift a patient or change a patient's position in bed. 

 Do not give food or drink to a patient without permission from the staff in 
charge of the patients care. 

 Do not feed patients (The only exception is for “HELP volunteers as they 
received additional training). 

 Do not escort patients on stretchers alone.  

 Do not enter an isolation room (The only exception is for HELP volunteers to 
enter a “Contact Precaution” room as they received additional training).  

 Do not attempt to give any form of medical or nursing care, including first aid or 
CPR (even if trained to do so). 

 Do not leave your money or other valuables unattended – GGH is not 
responsible for loss. 

 
 

”Success has nothing to do with what you gain in life 
or accomplish for yourself. It’s what you do for others.” 

Danny Thomas 
 



 

 

  VOLUNTEER ATTENDANCE 
 
Why it is important to help ensure that we are providing the best possible  
experience for patients and visitors?   
 
Volunteers play a key role in our ability to provide the highest quality care and  
experience for patients and families.  You have picked your volunteer shift based  
on a date/time you are able to come in on a regular basis.  Part of this  
commitment includes arriving on time, completing the duration of your shift, and  
signing in and out on the computer system. 
 
When volunteers are not here consistently we do not have as many opportunities  
to provide the best experience possible for patients and visitors; tasks that staff  
set aside for volunteers may be delayed, which may impact work timelines, and it  
may even impact the reputation of volunteers in the hospital.   
 
Please Talk to us! 
If something has changed in your life and you are not able to come in regularly  
please let us know as soon as possible.  We will look at each situation and may  
be able adjust a shift time, offer a new department, or offer leave of absence etc.   
There are many things we can do to support you.   
 
 

Leave of Absence (Inactive Status) 
A leave of absence is available to any volunteer.  If you need to be on leave,  
notify Volunteer Resources as soon as possible with the date you will be leaving 
and the date of your intended return.  Depending on the length of the leave and  
the department you volunteer in you may not be able to return to the exact same  
shift.  We will work with you upon your return to get you back into a regular shift. 
 
Statutory holidays 
Volunteers are not required to come in when his/her scheduled shift falls on a  
statutory holiday.  Statutory holidays observed by GGH are: New Year’s Day,  
Family Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Victoria Day, Canada Day, Civic  
Holiday, Labour Day, Thanksgiving Day, 2nd Monday in November, Christmas Day  
and Boxing Day. 
 



 

 

 
 
APPROVED ABSENCES  
There are times when it is appropriate to miss your volunteer shift.  These are  
considered these “Approved absences”.   
 

Approved absences are when you have let Volunteer Resources know you will  
not be in and you have followed the process to let anyone else know about your  
absence according to the instructions on your department schedule.   
 
Approved absences include but are not limited to: 

 Illness - Do not come to volunteer if you are ill – bad 
cold, cough, skin rash, etc. - get a replacement or let 
your department know you will not be in.  Do not 
come in until you have been symptom free for 24 
hours if you have had vomiting/diarrhea or a fever.  

 Do not come to volunteer if you have been in contact with someone who has a 
communicable disease such as measles, mumps, or chicken pox  

 Religious Holidays 

 Exam date that falls on your regular scheduled shift 

 Vacations  

 Unexpected emergency 

 Leave of Absence - absence of 2 months or more (ie: surgery) 

 Hospital closures including outbreaks on units where volunteers are assigned 

 Weather warnings from Environment Canada 
 
UNAPPROVED ABSENCES 
There are times when it would be considered inappropriate to miss your volunteer  
shift.  These are considered “Unapproved absences”   
 
Unapproved absences are when you could have come in, but decided not to, you  
didn’t let Volunteer Resources know you would not be coming in, and you did not  
let anyone else know about your absence according to the instructions on you 
department schedule. 
 
Unapproved absences include but are not limited to: 

 Sleeping in 

 Missing the bus 

 Forgetting to come in 

 Taking a work shift on your regular volunteer shift 

 Absences to complete homework, study for tests or requests for extended 
absences to accommodate exam periods. 
 



 

 

 
 

 Extended/frequent requests for approved absences over periods of two or 
more weeks without reasonable explanations and approval from Volunteer 
Resources staff. 

 
If you are not sure what an unapproved absence is, please contact  
Volunteer Resources.  
 

ABSENCE PROCESS NOTIFICATION:  
If you are going to be absent for any reason, you must let us know in person, by  
phone or by email, with as much notice as possible.   
 
We appreciate that there are times when an emergency happens (an emergency  
is something that you were not expected and was not planned).  In that case,  
please let us know as soon as you can.   
 
Volunteers who do not come in for 3 shifts in a row, without properly notifying us  
will be removed from the active schedules.   
 
Patient Care volunteers 

 Report the absence to Volunteer Resources and to the staff contact listed on 
your department schedule  

 Please take an open shift later that week or the next week to make up the time 
if possible.  

 If you are coming in after another volunteer, you must contact them directly to 
let them know not to wait for you. 

 
Retail Volunteers 

 Contact the volunteer you would be replacing to let him/her know you will not 
be in and notify the Retail Manager. 

 Please take an open shift later that week or the next week to make up the time, 
if possible.  

 
Administrative Volunteers 

 Report the absence to Volunteer Resources and to the staff member you work 
with on your shift.   

 If possible, schedule another time to come in that week or the next week. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
  DISCONTINUATION OF VOLUNTEER SERVICE 
 

Resignation of Service 
We know that you are not able to stay with us forever.  If you wish to  
resign from your service, contact Volunteer Resources in writing or in  
person.  Please give us as much notice as you are able to so that a  
replacement can be found.  Your ID badge must be returned when you  
are finished volunteering as it can be re-coded and used again.     
 
Not sure your role is the right fit for you?  Please talk to us. 
Sometimes volunteers may struggle with the tasks of the volunteer role.  In this  
case, coaching, additional training, or changes to another position are strategies  
utilized to assist volunteers who are experiencing difficulties.  
 
Discipline or Dismissal 
Volunteer Resources follows a protocol for disciplinary actions including verbal  
and written warnings, suspension from volunteer service or dismissal from the  
program.  
 
Dismissal or Discipline will occur when a volunteer: 

 Is inactive with no explanation or misses three shifts in a row without letting the 
department know. 

 Fails to follow policies/procedures resulting in a direct offence to patients, 
visitors, staff or volunteers. 

 Becomes a threat to the security, safety and well-being of patients and staff. 

 Does not maintain confidentiality.  

 Has problematic attendance.  

 Does not maintain a clean and professional dress code.  

 Is unwilling or unable to support and further the Mission and Objectives of 
Guelph General Hospital and the Volunteer Program. 

 
Immediate dismissal occurs in the case of serious misconduct and illegal,  
violent or unsafe acts: 

 Falsification of records. 

 Insubordination. 

 Intoxication and other substance abuse. 

 Theft or misuse of hospital funds, equipment or materials. 

 Sexual/verbal harassment /bullying- refer to the Hospital’s Zero Tolerance 
Policy. 

 Human Rights discrimination. 
 



 

 

 
GUIDELINES, PROCEDURES & PROCESSES 

 

DOCUMENTING YOUR VOLUNTEER HOURS 
 
Sign in and out 
Please ensure you sign in and out each time you volunteer.  
By signing in, your hours accumulate for recognition  
purposes and letters of reference. It also allows us to have  
accurate record of service hours for liability or emergency  
reasons.  Additionally, we report volunteer hours to the unions and to the Ministry  
of Health.  
 
Breaks 
You are welcome to have a short break (5 to 15 minutes) during your shift and  
may visit the washroom at any time. Please speak to your supervisor about the  
best time to arrange a break, and inform staff when you are leaving for your  
break, as well as when you return. 

 
Change of Address 
If your name, address, email or phone number changes, please  
notify Volunteer Resources immediately to ensure your records are updated 

 
DRESS CODE 

 
Dress Code - What Can I Wear To Volunteer? 
As a volunteer, you are one of the first friendly faces a patient  
sees at the hospital. Use good judgement when selecting your  
clothing so that your appearance takes into consideration  
professionalism and safety.  And if you are not sure…ask  
 
Identification Badge (ID)  
You must wear your ID badge at all times during your shift.  If  
you lose your badge, please call or email Volunteer Resources immediately to  
have it deactivated.  There is a $20 fee to replace lost badges.   
 
 Appropriate/mandatory for volunteering  

 Clean uniform (scrub shirt or vest) and ID badge 

 Long pants:  

 Dress pants 
 



 

 

 
 

 Jeans (no holes, frays, rips or dragging past shoes)  

 Cargo pants 
Black scrub pants 

 Securely tied running shoes (laces need to be tied) 

 Non slip, closed toed shoes (with low, or no heel)  

 Tie back long hair 
 

 Not appropriate to wear/have with you while you are volunteering  

 Winter boots – please bring other shoes to change into for your volunteer shift 

 Perfume/cologne or strong scents 

 Shorts of any length 

 Sweat pants, leggings, yoga pants, tights 

 Capris  

 Nylon pants or anything you would wear to the beach or to the gym  

 Any item of clothing that exposes your midriff, your 
underwear or has a revealing neckline 

 Baseball hat, visor or any non-religious head covering 

 Long, dangly jewellery 

 T-shirts with any type of graphics or letting/slogans 

 Cell phones/ipads/tablets 

 Headphones/earphones 
 

Appropriate footwear includes: 

 A cushioned insole  Good arch support, non-slip sole 

 A soft, ventilated lining  Closed toe (no holes)  

 Top-of-foot covered   Closed heel or heel strap or raised edge of heel.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Inappropriate footwear includes: 

 Very high heel    High platform soles 

 Flimsy shoes    Sandals, “flip flops” or clogs 

 Canvas shoes    Slip-on shoes with no heel support 

 Open toed shoes with holes   

 Open toed shoes 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
PERFUMES & COLOGNES  
Perfumes and colognes must be avoided.  Many people suffer adverse health  
affects ranging from mild irritation to severe asthma attacks from being exposed  
to scented products.   
 
Staff and volunteers are expected to promote compliance with the policy in a  
cordial and respectful manner.  If an individual ignores the policy the  
appropriate contact person should be notified to discuss non-compliance. 
 
Avoid using any scented product, which may include, but are not limited  
to: 
 

 Perfume/cologne and aftershaves    

 Lotions and creams 

 Soaps        

 Deodorants 

 Hair sprays       

 Air fresheners/deodorizers 

 Cleaning products      

 Strongly scented flowers (no lilies allowed) 
 
 
CELL PHONES AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES  
Please leave your cell phones and any other electronic devices at  
home or in the volunteer sign in room (turned off).  The reason for  
this is that we want volunteers to focus on the needs of patients,  
visitors and staff while you are here.  Phones etc., may be  
checked before, after or during a break.  
 Please do not bring any of these items into the area where you volunteer. 
 
FOOD & DRINK IN PATIENT AREAS 
The Occupational Health and Safety Act, Health Care and Residential Facilities  
Regulation 67/93 s. 32 states: 

 

“No food, drink, tobacco or cosmetics shall be consumed, applied or kept in  
areas where infectious materials, hazardous chemicals or hazardous drugs are  
used, handled, or stored.” 

 



 

 

 
 
Volunteers may eat or drink in the following areas:  the cafeteria, the  
volunteer lounge (beside Laura’s office), the volunteer sign in room, or in the  
staff lounge in the areas you volunteer in.  You are not able to keep your  
drink/food on your volunteer desk/cart/counter etc.   
 
Some examples of areas in the hospital where eating, drinking or keeping food  
at or on would be in violation of the Act are: 
 

 nursing stations 

 patient registration areas/desks 

 hallways in patient care areas 

 medication carts 

 housekeeping carts 

 linen and supply carts 

 nutrition carts 

 clean and dirty utility rooms 

 charting stations
 

 
 Accident/Incident Reporting 
 If you have any type of accident, no matter how minor it may 

seem, it must be reported immediately to the Staff Contact of the 
department you volunteer in.  If you are not sure who that is, 
please report it to Volunteer Resources staff.  An incident report will  

 be completed on the Patient & Staff Quality Reporting system.  Depending on  
 the severity of the accident, you will either be directed to the Emergency 

Department or to follow-up with your family doctor.   
 

 

 

 It is important to remember that, like any job, there may be routine/boring  
 tasks that are just as valuable as some of the more exciting ones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
VOLUNTEER RECOGNITION & 
BENEFITS OF VOLUNTEERING 

 
Volunteer Resources oversees two formal recognition events  
each year for volunteers.  During National Volunteer Week  
(Spring) there is an off-site appreciation event to celebrate the  
volunteers.  The first Wednesday of December is the Volunteer  
Holiday Tea from 2-3:30. In the spring of each year we do something special to  
recognize our student volunteers.   
 

Volunteers receive a 10% discount on all gift items (ie: jewellery, clothes,  
candles etc.) when they show their volunteer badge.  The discount does not apply  
to items on sale; food items; magazines, or stamps.  Please show your ID badge 
to the volunteer on shift. 
 
Free Beverage  
All volunteers are entitled to a complimentary coffee or tea,  
during their shift.  Vouchers for a coffee/tea are in the volunteer sign in room.   
Vouchers are redeemable at the Tim Horton’s in the cafeteria on level 2 or at the Tim  
Horton’s kiosk on level 3.   
 
References (School/Work) or Verification of Volunteering 
Volunteers can request a Letter of Confirmation which will confirm the length of  
service and hours completed as a GGH volunteer.  Please allow at least two  
weeks for a Letter of Confirmation.   
 

Volunteers may also request a letter of reference after a minimum of 9 months  
of service (with consistent attendance), and/or 100 hours of service, along with  
consistent attendance.  It is up to the discretion of Volunteer Resources whether or  
not they can complete a letter of reference.  If approved for a letter of reference,  
please allow at least three weeks’ advance notice to ensure the timely completion  
of reference letter.  You may need to meet with a staff member in Volunteer  
Resources to provide more information about what the letter is for. 
 
Parking 
Volunteers are not required to pay for parking in the designated hospital  
parking lots (behind the hospital or at 73 Delhi Street – medical health  
centre).  You will scan your ID badge to enter the gated parking lots and you will 
 scan your ID badge in order to exit the lots.  Please use this privilege 
 only during your volunteer shift.  Your ID badge must be returned to Volunteer  
Resources when you finish your volunteer commitment.   
 



 

 

  CUSTOMER SERVICE 
 
Hospital Strategic Direction – “The Best Possible Experience – Create a  
positive experience in every interaction with patients and families” 
As volunteers, your number one priority is to see to the needs of patients, visitors 
and staff.  You have an opportunity to make each interaction between you and a  
patient, visitor or staff member a positive and memorable experience.  
 
Most of the time the people you will encounter in the hospital are  
experiencing stress as a result of their own or a loved one’s injury or  
illness.  As volunteers, you have a unique opportunity to create a  
positive experience in a stressful situation. 

 
One way to create a positive experience in every interaction is by using AIDET®.   
Using AIDET® will help reduce anxiety of patients and visitors at the hospital.   
Another important reason is that it allows us to create an environment for excellent  
customer service. 

 

AIDET® – WHAT IS IT & WHY IS IT IMPORTANT? 
 

STUDER GROUP AIDET® - is a communication framework.  It is meant to be  
used in every interaction with patients and visitors.  It does not have to be done in  
order.  You don’t want it to sound like a rehearsed speech.   
 
Each patient interaction is unique and each volunteer role is different so not all of  
these may apply in all situations. 
 
A = Acknowledge 
I = Introduce  
D = Duration 
E = Explanation 
T = Thank you 
 
A = Acknowledge 
Smile!  Make eye contact with every person in order to acknowledge them.  Greet  
them.  For example:  Good morning, Hello, Welcome.   
 
I = Introduce  
Introduce yourself.  For example: I’m Joe.  I’m Joe, a volunteer in the Emergency  
Department for the next 4 hours. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
D = Duration 
Duration is best communicated in specific increments.  For example, after you have  
taken someone to a waiting area, let them know that a staff member come get them  
and that you will check in on them in 10 minutes to see if they have been taken in 
yet. 
 
If you are visiting an inpatient, let them know that you can stay with them for 15  
minutes to chat, play cards of whatever they want to do. 
 
In the ED, if you know there is going to be a long wait (ie: all seats are full in waiting  
room and triage) tell them that.  Then follow up with updates as appropriate. 
 
E = Explain 
Explain why something is going to happen or is happening.  Ask what questions do  
you have? 
 
T = Thank you 
Thank you.  Have a good day.  Drive safe. 
 

Examples of Going the Extra Mile 
 
A patient needs a wheelchair.   
Instead of telling the patient where they can find wheelchairs, please go and get the  
patient one.  
 
A patient is frustrated with parking. 
Instead of walking away, stay with that patient until the issue is resolved or use a  
blameless apology.  
 
Someone looks lost and confused.   
Instead of walking past them, stop and ask them where they are going.  You can  
offer to take them there yourself. 
  
Someone asks you how to get to a location.   
Instead of providing them with verbal directions, take them to where they need to be. 
 
 

People perform best and deliver the best 
customer service when they like what they do. 

Unknown 
 
 



 

 

 
 
Here are some specific things that volunteers can do to create a positive experience 
for each patient and visitor: 
 

Retail/Fundraising Volunteers: 

 Say “hi” and smile at every person who comes into the Boutique. 

 Let the customer know you are available if they have any questions – you don’t 
 need to be pushy or “in their face”.  

 Stop what you are doing if a customer asks for help. 

 Circulate the shop during your shift.   

 Be familiar with the stock so you are able to give 
suggestions when asked by customers.  

 Be visible, accessible & approachable. 

 Ensure all displays are tidy. 

 Dust if there are not any customers.  

 Replace stock once you sell something.  

 Ensure that the greeting cards are in the correct slots.  

 Know how to properly operate the cash register and/or debit machine to ensure 
customers are not waiting for extended periods of time. 

 Know how to troubleshoot problems with the cash register and/or debit machine 
 in a timely manner 

 Know how to refill paper in the cash register and/or debit machine. 

 Ensure the front and back counters are clear of clutter that is not necessary for  
 your role in the shops. 
 

 
Patient Care Volunteers  

 Acknowledge every person you who comes into your area with a smile and/or  
 a hello. 

 Offer to help them find the person, place or thing they are looking for. 

 Take them where they need to go or find a staff member to help if you are not  
 able to help them in your role as a volunteer. 

 Be proactive – take the initiative and approach people who look unsure or lost. 

 When giving directions, offer to escort the person to the location if that would  
 be more helpful. 

 If all the needs of the patients/visitors have been met, review your position 
description/checklist to ensure you have covered all the things you are able to  
do. 

 Keep your work area (ie: counter, desk) free of clutter. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

“Make one person happy each day and in forty years you will have made 
14,600 human beings happy for a little time, at least.” 

Charles Willey 
 
What takes away from creating a positive experience in every interaction? 

 Reading or doing homework during your shift (this includes 
novels, textbooks, puzzle books, newspapers, magazines). 

 Using your phone or playing games during your shift (ie: 
cards, games on cell phones, texting, etc.). 

 Socializing with other volunteers/friends when there are 
customers waiting or when there are patients/visitors/staff 
needing help. 

 Eating at the desk or counter.  The Occupational Health and Safety Act states 

  that eating or drinking cannot be done in patient care areas. 
 
All of these things make you look like you are busy and will deter someone from  
coming up to you for help.   

 
“Too often we underestimate the power of a touch, a smile, a kind word,  
a listening ear, an honest compliment, or the smallest act of caring, all of 

which have the potential to turn a life around.” 
Leo Buscaglia 

 
Blameless Apology  
Unfortunately, there will be times that there is nothing you can do to address the  
concerns of patients/families/visitors. For example, you can’t change the length of  
time a person is waiting in the Emergency Department. 
 
In these situations, it may be helpful to use a “Blameless Apology”. 
 
A blameless apology lets you express regret to the patient, while recognizing that  
the patient/visitor is somehow suffering.  It allows the “hospital” to apologize without  
blaming others or yourself. It connects you with the patient and shows that we care.  
 
Instead of saying:  
It’s not our fault  
The department never gets this right  
The department is understaffed  
 

Use a Blameless Apology:  
I am sorry you had to wait  
I apologize for the inconvenience  
I am sorry that this has happened  

 
 



 

 

    PRIVACY 
 
An easy way to avoid “breaching patient confidentiality” is to remember that it is  
up to the patient to determine who knows they are in the hospital and what they  
are here for.  We do not get to make those decisions, however innocent it may  
have been. 
 
Here some additional reminders to help keep patient information private:  
 
Avoid casually discussing a patient’s stay at Guelph General Hospital with anyone  
in hallways, patient rooms, elevators, etc. as well as outside of the hospital. This  
will ensure that information is not overheard by anyone not involved in the care  
of the patient.  
 
Without exception, do not talk about any patient information with family or friends,  
at any time.   
 
If you see someone you know during your volunteer shift, let them approach you  
and then engage in the conversation. Chances are if they are not acknowledging  
you, they do not want to see you.  
 
If you do have a conversation with someone you know, do not ask, “Why are you  
here?”  
 

Outside the Hospital and Social Media 
We all need to actively support patient privacy. As GGH 
volunteers you cannot take photos at work and you cannot post  
any hospital-related information on social media.   
 
Do not discuss any personal health information you learned  
while at the hospital, with your family, friends and people outside  
the hospital including on Facebook, Twitter or any other social  
media venue, no matter how general the topic. 
 
Any reference to any patient, regardless of how anonymous it appears, is not  
appropriate on Facebook, Twitter or any other social media. It is critical to respect  
the boundaries of private, personal and public information. Comments on social  
media can be seen as a breach of trust and can negatively reflect on a department,  
the hospital, yourself and the patient.  

 



 

 

 

VOLUNTEER RESOURCES 
 

The Mission, Vision, Values and policies of Guelph General  
Hospital will guide all planning organizing, directing, supervising,  
and evaluating of the volunteer programs.  
 
Our department is the liaison and works in co-operation with the  
Volunteer Association’s Board of Directors.   
 
Key services provided by Volunteer Resources are:  
 

 Recruitment, selection, training, placement, evaluation and record keeping for all 
volunteers (retail, administration and patient care)  

 

 Ongoing support and recognition of volunteers  
 

 Staff education and awareness of volunteer programs in the hospital  
 

 Research, development and implementation of new volunteer programs that 
support the mission of the hospital and assist patients/families/visitors  

 

 Support for the Volunteer Association Board of Directors and the Courtyard 
Boutique  

 
 
Volunteer Resources Staff 
Administrative Assistant Diane Trento x 2873   (dtrento@gghorg.ca) 
Director    Laura Hutchings x 2398  (lhutchings@gghorg.ca)  
 
 
 

“It takes seventy-two muscles to frown, but only thirteen to smile.” 
Unknown Author 
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GUELPH GENERAL HOSPITAL 

VOLUNTEER ASSOCIATION 
 

All GGH volunteers are members of The Guelph General Hospital  
Volunteer Association.  The Volunteer Association is Incorporated  
and operates three revenue producing services.  Proceeds from  
the revenues generated from these services are donated to the  
Foundation of Guelph General Hospital for the purchase of patient equipment. 
 

Over the years, revenues from the business have allowed the Volunteer Association  
to donate well over $1.4 million for the hospital.   
  

The Volunteer Association has an employee who oversees the  
revenue services.  Volunteers commit to weekly shifts to ensure the  
services are available to patients, staff and visitors.  The revenue  
generating services are listed below. 
 

The Courtyard Boutique  
The Boutique is located on level 1 of the hospital.  Products for sale include baby  
items, flowers, toiletries, clothing, jewellery and gifts.  The Boutique is open Monday 
 – Friday from 10 am – 6 pm and Saturday and Sunday from 11 am – 5 pm. 
 

H.E.L.P.P Lottery (Hospital Equipment Lottery Program for People)  
Break open tickets are sold on level 3 of the hospital.  This  
service is available Monday – Friday from 10 am – 2 pm. 
 

Vendor Program 
Vendors pay a fee to the Volunteer Association to sell their  
products in the hospital.  There are typically 15-20 vendors in  
the hospital each month.   
 

Mission Statement 
Guelph General Hospital Volunteers are dedicated to patient centred care by  
providing non-medical support and services for patients, staff, and visitors in a positive  
environment.  
 

We will ensure all of our activities and interactions are done with a spirit of  
compassion, cooperation, teamwork and respect. 
 

Vision Statement 
We will be recognized as people helping people, making a difference to those 
 around us. 
 



 

 

 DEPARTMENTS WITH VOLUNTEERS 
    
Retail/Fundraising 

 Courtyard Boutique    

 Book Sale (fall) 

 Hospital Equipment Lottery Program for People  
 
Greeting & Information  

 CT Scan 

 Diagnostic Imaging 

 Main Lobby Greeter 

 Pre-Operative Registration  
 
Patient Centered Visiting 

  Emergency Department 

 Hospital Elder Life Program (HELP) 

 Patient Visiting Program 

 On Call Volunteer Spiritual Care Providers (trained members of Faith Community) 

 Patient Experience Surveying 
 Day Surgery

 

Administrative Opportunities 

 Administration 

 Employee Health 

 Foundation 

 Learning Centre 

 Patient & Family Advisory Council 

 Volunteer Resources 

 Volunteer Association Board of Directors 
 
 

Here is a simple but powerful rule:  
Always give people more than they expect to get. 

Nelson Boswell 
 
  



 

 

  

 
VOLUNTEER RESOURCES STRUCTURE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Remember, if you ever need a helping hand, you'll find one at the end of 
your arm.  As you grow older you will discover that you have two hands.  

One for helping yourself, the other for helping others.” 
Audrey Hepburn 

  
 

Director Volunteer Resources, 
Student Registration & Spiritual Care 

x 2398 

 

 
Administrative Assistant 

x 2873 

 

Volunteer Association  
Board of Directors 

Owners of the Retail Services 

 President or Co-President(s) 

 Vice President 

 Past President(s) 

 Secretary 

 Director of Finance 

 Director of Business Affairs 

 Director  

 
Administrative 

Volunteers 

 
Patient Care 
Volunteers 

 
Retail and 

Fundraising 
 Volunteers 

 
Retail 

Manager 
x 2660 

Vice President 
Human Resources & Support 

Services 
x 2229 



 

 

  

 
HANDWASHING 

 
Hand hygiene, when done correctly, is the single most effective way to prevent  
the spread of communicable diseases. Good hand hygiene technique is easy to  
learn and can significantly reduce the spread of infectious diseases among both  
children and adults.  

 
When to use hand gel: 

 Use hand gel before you go in a patient’s room   

 Use hand gel when you leave the patient’s room 

 Use hand gel again before you go into the next patient room, even if you didn’t 
touch anything! 

 Use hand gel before you go into the pantry 

 Use hand gel when you leave the pantry 

 Use hand gel as you leave the hospital 
 
When to use soap and water: 

 After any contact with blood or bodily fluids  

 After eating or drinking 

 After using the bathroom 

 After using money 
 
Follow these five simple steps when washing your hands with soap and 

water: 
 

 Wet your hands with warm running water.  
 

 Add soap, and then rub your hands together, making a 
soapy lather. Do this away from the running water for at 
least 30 seconds, being careful not to wash the lather 
away. Wash the front and back of your hands, as well 
as between your fingers and under your nails.  

 

 Rinse your hands well under warm running water.  
 

 Pat hands dry with a paper towel.  
 

 Turn off water using same paper towel and dispose in a proper receptacle.  
 



 

 

  

 
 
What are alcohol-based hand rubs (“Hand Sanitizer”)? 
Alcohol-based hand rubs are excellent for hand hygiene, provided they contain  
more than 60% alcohol. They are the preferred method for cleaning your hands in  
the healthcare setting or in situations where running water is not available. 
 
How do I use alcohol-based hand rubs? 
Alcohol-based hand rubs should only be used if no visible dirt is present on your  
hands. 
 
Follow the steps below: 

 Remove hand and arm jewelry  

 Ensure hands are visibly clean (if soiled, follow hand 
washing steps)  

 Apply between 1 to 2 full pumps of product, or squirt a loonie-sized amount, 
onto one palm.  

 Spread product over all surfaces of hand, concentrating on finger tips, between 
fingers, back of hands, and base of thumbs.  

 Rub hands until product is dry. This will take a minimum of 
15 to 20 seconds if sufficient product is used. 

 

To help prevent your hands from becoming dry and  
cracked use lotion especially during the cold weather. 
 
Information taken from: 
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/english/public/program/pubhealth/handwashing/handwashing_mn.html 
Provincial Infectious Diseases Advisory Committee (2010). Best Practices for Hand Hygiene in  
All Health Care Settings. 

 
REMEMBER!!! 

• You can’t tell who has what! 

• Body substances of ALL patients are considered potentially infectious 

• Protect yourself when handling any body substance! 

• Be safe! Don’t take risks! 

 
Wash your Hands, wash your hands,  
wash your hands, wash your hands!!  

 
 

http://www.health.gov.on.ca/english/public/program/pubhealth/handwashing/handwashing_mn


 

 

  

 
HAND HYGIENE AUDITS 

 

Hand hygiene is so important that audits are done every month throughout the  
hospital to ensure everyone is washing their hands at the appropriate times and  
using the appropriate methods. 
 

As part of accreditation standards we are required to communicate hand hygiene  
audit stats to volunteers.  We will not have statistics every month for volunteers as  
it completely depends on when the hand hygiene audits are taking place and who  
the auditors observe.  
 

The hand hygiene audits track the 4 Moments of Hand Hygiene.   
 

 
 
 

Moment 1: Before Patient/Patient Environment Contact (ie: wash hands  
    before entering the patient room) 
 

Moment 2: Before Aseptic Procedure (ie: changing dressing, giving needles 
   etc.) 

 

Moment 3: After Body Fluid Exposure Risk (ie: cleaning up vomit, blood etc.)   
 

Moment 4: After Patient Environment Contact (ie: wash hands when leaving  
    the patient room) 
 

Volunteers will typically only be involved in Moments 1 and 4, as volunteers don’t  
change dressings or clean up bodily fluids.   
 

When the hand hygiene auditor notices a hand hygiene moment that is missed or  
done incorrectly, the auditor will talk to staff member, volunteer, student etc.  
directly as soon as possible after the observation.  The only information provided  
to me is the statistics which are the percentage of compliance for the moment and  
the location.   



 

 

  

 

INFECTION CONTROL SIGNAGE 
 
 

Please ensure you stop and read the signs posted on a patient door or curtain  
before you enter.  Note:  Volunteers do not go into any room that has any of  
these signs on them. 
 
The only exception is for HELP volunteers who have been trained to go into  
Contact Precautions and for On Call Spiritual Care Providers who have been  
trained to go into any room. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

 

  

 
 

IDENTIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS  
AT RISK FOR HARMFUL BEHAVIOURS 
 

You may see blue “flags” throughout the hospital.   
 

Why Would A Patient Be At Risk For Harmful Behaviours? 
There are a variety of reasons.  The patient could be experiencing a mental  
health issue, reaction to medication, unhappy about wait times, grief etc.   
 

The most important thing for volunteers to remember is that if you see one  
or any combination of these blue “flags”, you must speak to a nurse  
BEFORE you interact with that patient.   

 
The patient may have a blue 
armband on in addition to the 
regular white registration 
armband. 
 
 

There may be a blue clip on the patient chart and/or on  
the curtain of the patient area.  
 
These blue clips may be more likely to be seen in the  
ED or in the Day surgery areas where there are not  
actual rooms with doors. 
 

 

There may be a stop sign (on blue paper) on the door to a 
patient’s room or on the curtain of a patient area.   
 
Do not enter the room.  You must go see a nurse before 
you enter this room or go behind the curtain. 
 

 
Key Messages To Family And Patients 
• We are committed to providing a safe place for patients and staff  
• All patients are assessed for risk of harmful behaviour 
• We use various methods, like a blue armband, to enhance communication for 

the hospital staff 
  



 

 

  

 

PATIENTS WHO ARE AT RISK FOR FALLING 
 
If you see an orange sign on the door to a patient room or near  
the patient’s bed, this means that the person has been  
assessed as being at a high risk to fall. They may even have an  
orange arm band to identify to staff they are at risk of falling.   
 
The bed or chair they are in will have an alarm on it that will  
sound if the patient tries to get out of the bed or the chair.   
The alarm lets staff know that the patient is trying to get up.   
 
If the patient tries to get out of bed or the chair and the alarm goes off, ask the  
patient to stay in the bed or chair for his/her safety.  Let them know a staff  
member is on the way.  Feel free to let a staff member know the alarm is going  
off.   
 
For your safety and the safety of the patient, please DO NOT: 
 

 Help a patient get in or out of a bed or a chair.  A patient may even tell you that 
it is ok for them to get out of bed. Volunteers do not have the training or 
medical knowledge of what is required to safely get a patient in or out of bed, a 
stretcher or a wheelchair.  There is also a risk of liability if the patient gets hurt. 

 

 Lower bed rails if a patient asks you to as the rails are in place to keep the 
patient from falling out of bed.  Let the patient know you will ask a nurse. 

 

 Remove a wheelchair tray off a patient’s wheelchair.  These are used to keep a 
patient from falling out of the wheelchair.  If a patient asks you to remove the 
wheelchair tray, please get a nurse. 

 
 
 

“Flatter me and I may not believe you.  
Criticize me and I may not like you. 

Ignore me and I may not forgive you.  
Encourage me and I may not forget you.” 

William Arthur 



 

 

  

 

WHEELCHAIR SAFETY 
 

If you have never pushed anyone in a wheelchair before,  
please let your trainer know.  He/she will give you the  
opportunity to practice. 
 

 Introduce yourself to the patient before attempting to move 
their wheelchair. 
 

 Before the person sits in or gets out of the wheelchair, make sure both brakes 
are locked so the wheelchair does not move and lift footrests out of the way.  
 

 Before moving a patient, ask them if they are ready and then inform them 
where they are going and why. 
 

 When ready to transport, release the brakes and GO SLOWLY. 
 

 Try to avoid uneven ground and objects 
 

 Respect the person’s personal space.  Don’t lean over him/her.  
 

 Don’t leave the person in an awkward, dangerous or undignified position such 
as facing a wall or in the path of open doors/hallways or blocking a doorway.  
 

 Don’t move items or equipment such as canes or walkers out of person’s 
reach. 
 

 Never make any sudden movements with the wheelchair. 
 

 Make sure that the patient's arms and feet are in the proper positions on the 
arm and foot rests and never hanging over the chair or anywhere near the 
wheels.  
 

 Ensure the patient’s clothing is not caught on any part of the wheelchair. 
 

 Turn the wheelchair around when descending backwards, when going down an 
incline or when entering an elevator. 
 

 Never lift a patient out of a wheelchair.  Call a nurse, who will perform this task.  
           

 Check the ceiling mirrors when going around corners in the hospital. 
 

 Take your time and stay alert, remembering that wheelchairs need extra space. 
 

 When talking to the patient, do so at eye level whenever possible. 
 

 At your destination, inform the patient, then engage the brakes. Do not let the 
patient get out of the wheelchair until the brakes are secured. 

 



 

 

  

 
PERSONAL SAFETY 

 

The Safe City Committee conducted a safety audit of the Hospital grounds.   
Recommendations from that audit have been implemented to enhance personal  
safety at the Hospital.  
 
However we ask that you be cautious when entering or leaving the Hospital  
buildings and grounds. The Guelph Police suggest the following as ways to  
increase your personal safety in our parking lot and other public spaces: 
 

 Always be aware of what is going on around you.  

 Lock your vehicle and make sure your windows are up at all times.  

 Don’t leave your vehicle running with the keys in it. 

 Do not leave documents visible that easily displays names, addresses, or 

phone numbers, as identity theft is on the rise 

 Suspicious people loitering near vehicles should be reported immediately to 
security 

 

 Do not wear headphones or use your cell phone when walking. 

 At night, stick to well-lighted areas. Avoid walking alone or in isolated areas. 

 Have your keys in your hand while walking to your car. 

 Walk with confidence. Hold your head up and shoulders straight. 

 Walk with a buddy to your vehicle and drive your buddy to their car. 

 Ask Hospital Security to walk you to your car. 

 Check the back seat before entering your car. 

 Report suspicious people and incidents to Hospital Security by calling 

Switchboard. 

 
If you have safety concerns or suggestions, please feel free to contact a security  
guard, your main staff contact in the department you volunteer in or Volunteer  
Resources. 



 

 

  

  
WORKPLACE VIOLENCE 

 
What is workplace violence? 

 The exercise of physical force by a person against a staff member in a 
workplace that causes or could cause physical injury to the staff member  

 An attempt to exercise physical force against a staff member, in a 
workplace, that could cause physical injury to the staff member.  

 A statement or behaviour that is reasonable for a staff member to interpret 
as a threat to exercise physical force against the staff member that could 
cause physical injury to the staff member 

 

 Examples of workplace violence 
The exercise of physical force by a person against a staff member in the 
workplace that causes or could cause physical harm. 

 Pushing, hitting or threatening someone at work or a work related function. 

 Verbal abuse, intimidation or harassment that targets someone at work. 
 

 Behaviours related to workplace violence include: 
Threatening behaviours such as physical intimidation, throwing objects or 
destroying property 

 Physical attacks such as hitting, kicking, pushing 

 Harassment in the form of verbal abuse, intimidation or bullying that demeans, 
embarrasses or humiliates someone 

 Workplace violence is not limited to incidents that occur within the workplace. 

 It may also include incidents that occur away from work, but resulting from 
work. 

 Work related violence might occur at conferences, trade shows, or social 
events. 

 
Harassment, Discrimination And Abuse 
Harassment, including sexual harassment, discrimination and abuse are  
described in detail in the Respectful Workplace Environment Policy. 
 
Not Tolerated at GGH 

 Harassment 

 Discrimination 

 Bullying 

 Violence 
 



 

 

  

 
 
These behaviours are in conflict with our Code of Conduct and Values.   
Workplace violence impacts the safety of everyone at GGH and has a high  
personal cost. 
 
How might workplace violence impact staff?  Individuals may experience: 
 Injury  
 Low morale and productivity  
 Increased physical symptoms like loss of sleep and appetite, headaches  
 Anxiety  
 Difficulty with decision making  
 Post-traumatic stress symptoms  
 Drug or alcohol use  
 Family tension 
 
What I should do if I experience workplace violence? 
 Talk to the person involved. Let them know their actions are unwelcome and 

you want it to stop 
 If you can’t talk to the person directly, approach a trusted leader (e.g. 

Supervisor, Director, Senior Director, VP, CEO) 
 
 

Respectful Workplace & Violence Prevention Framework 
You should know that: 
 Leaders will take all issues seriously, act immediately and 

provide support. 
 There will be no reprisals for issues brought forward in good 

faith. 
 

It’s the small things... 
 Workplace violence often starts with little things like bullying and 

harassment, which escalate over time. 
 Smaller incidents can still have a huge impact. 
 It is important to address issues before they get worse. 
 

The inquests into the deaths of Lori Dupont and Theresa Vince showed an 
established pattern of harassment in both cases. 
 

Helpful Advice 
If you are experiencing any form of harassment, discrimination or  
bullying it can be helpful to keep a written and factual record of   
the incident – exactly what happened, where, and were there any  
witnesses. 



 

 

  

 
EMERGENCY RESPONSE CODES 

COLOUR CODED OVERHEAD ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

Colour Coded announcements are repeated three times over the PA System. 
 

Code Black: Bomb Threat 
If you are the person who answers the telephone stay calm, listen carefully, and if  
possible take notes. Ask the caller these questions: 
 

 Where is the bomb?  

 What does it look like? 

 When is it set to go off? 

 What is your name and where are you calling from? 
 
Do not interrupt the caller when he/she is speaking and try to keep him/her on the  
line as long as you can.  If someone else is near you, write him or her a note to  
indicate you have a person on the line that is making a bomb threat.  He/She can  
call switchboard while you are on the line or you can dial "5555" (direct line to  
Information/Switchboard) when the call is finished. 
 
Code Blue: Cardiac Arrest (Adult) 
If you are in the area when a cardiac arrest takes place be sure to stay out of the  
way of staff that are responding to the incident.  If you witness a cardiac arrest,  
please dial "5555" and give your exact location. 
 
Code Brown: Chemical Spill 
If you are in the area of a Code Brown call, please take your directions from the  
person in charge of that area. 
 
Code Purple: Hostage Taking 
If you are in the area of a Code Purple call, please take your directions from the  
person in charge of that area. 
 
Code Green: Evacuation 
If you are in the area of a Code Green call, please take your directions from the  
person in charge of that area. 
 
Code Orange: External Disaster 
When you hear a Code Orange announced, please take your directions from the  
person who is in charge of your department.  



 

 

  

 
 

If you are not needed in your department, report to the Director of Volunteer  
Resources who will be in the Balcony Bistro on Level Two.  You will be  
reassigned. 
 

Code Pink: Neonatal Infant/Child Resuscitation 
This code is used for infant cardiac arrest and other neonatal infant life  
threatening emergencies. 
 

Code Red: Fire 
If you are in an area where a Code Red has been announced, please take your  
directions from the person in charge of that area (e.g. the resource nurse).   
 

Code White: Aggressive Patient 
If you are in the area of a Code White call, please stay out of the way as staff  
members will respond to this call.  Assist only if requested to (e.g. Keep area  
free of traffic). 
 

Code Yellow: Missing Patient 
Please look for patients matching the description of the person or wearing  
striped hospital gowns worn by patients who tend to wander.  Check  
washrooms, utility rooms, stairwells, etc. If you find the missing patient do not  
approach them on your own. Advise switchboard and staff and give them the  
patient‘s exact location. 
 

Code Grey: Infrastructure Loss/Failure 
An internal disaster is the failure of any major system within the Hospital, or an  
event that disrupts the everyday, routine services of the facility that could  
constitute a health and safety risk for patients, visitors, and staff.  
 

Examples may include:  
• Power failure  
• Building structure breakdown/Earthquake  
•  Telecommunication breakdown  
• Snow storm / ice storm  
• Severe Weather 
 

Code Silver   
To initiate immediate response to an act or impending threat of violence where  
weapons are a factor. For the purpose of this code, the “weapon” is any object  
that can be used as a weapon such as a knife, gun or hospital sharps.  Please  
take your directions from the person in charge of that area. 



 

 

  

 
 
All Clear 
An "all clear" announcement is made three times at the end of all Colour Coded  
public address emergencies.  You may resume your regular duties at that time. 
 
Emergency Numbers 
 
  Code Blue/Cardiac Arrest  5555 
  Security Matters    2960 
  Police/Fire/Ambulance   (9) 911 
  All Other Emergencies   5555 
 
 

Fire Safety 
 

To initiate a Code Red Response: 
 Activate Fire Alarm at nearest pull station 
 Call 5555 to report the fire and location 
 Switchboard will initiate overhead paging immediately and announce “Code 

Red and Location of Fire” 
 
If the fire is in your area: 
• R-Remove persons in immediate danger. 
• E-Ensure door is closed to confine fire and smoke. 
• A- Activate Fire Alarm at nearest pull station 
• C-Call 5555 to report a fire and give exact location. 
• T-Try to extinguish fire only if you have been trained 

and it is safe to do so. 
 

Return to your department if you can do so safely. Do not use elevators.    
Locate Emergency Measures Box- Lead person wears the vest & takes  
clipboard  
 

If the fire is NOT in your area 
• Remain calm, avoid alarming others and calm patients and visitors 
• Close windows and fire barrier doors in your area 
• Continue with normal duties, remain on alert and listen for further 

instructions 
 

 
 



 

 

  

 
WORKPLACE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

INFORMATION SYSTEM (WHMIS) 
 
Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS) is a program  
to inform and protect all staff, volunteers, patients and visitors regarding  
hazardous materials.  
 
Contact with dangerous materials is rare for volunteers. However, knowing  
the symbols, emergency procedures and preventative measures is  
important. 
 

Please learn these standard symbols so that you recognize the various kinds of  
hazardous materials. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
COMPRESSED GAS 
Materials  which are normally  

gaseous and kept in a  

pressurized container. 

 

 
 

 

 
TOXIC LONG TERM CONCEALED 
Materials  which have harmful  

effects after repeated exposures  

or over long periods of time. 

 

 
 

 

FLAMMABLE AND  
COMBUSTIBLE 
Materials  which will  

continue to burn after being  

exposed to a flame or other  

ignition source. 

 

 
 

 

 
BIOHAZARDOUS INFECTIOUS 
Infectious agents  or a biological  

toxin. 

 

 
 

 

 
OXIDIZING MATERIALS 
Materials  which can cause  

other materials  to burn or  

support combustion. 

 

 
 

 

 
CORROSIVE MATERIALS 
Materials  which react with  
metals and living tissue. 

 

 
 
 

 

 

TOXIC IMMEDIATE AND  
SEVERE 

Poisons / Potentially fatal  

materials  which cause  

immediate and severe harm. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

DANGEROUSLY REACTIVE 

Materials  w hich may have  

unexpected reactions. 

 



 

 

  

 

 
GENERAL INFORMATION 

 

Cafeteria Hours (Balcony Bistro & Tim Horton’s) 
The Cafeteria is located on Level Two overlooking the main  
lobby.  The cafeteria is contracted out to a company called  
Marek. There is a Tim Horton’s kiosk inside the cafeteria.   
 
Bistro & Tim Hortons: weekdays 6:30 am – 6:30 pm. Weekends & Holidays  
6:30 am – 2:30pm  
Level 3 Tim Hortons: weekdays 6:30 am- 10:30 pm.  Weekends 8:30 am–  
10:30pm 
 
Chimes on overhead paging system - Welcoming Babies at  
GGH and Instilling Hope.   
We welcome the birth of each new baby by playing a short  
chime. Switchboard staff will initiate the sound upon notification  
of the registration of the baby. The tone will be soft as not to  
disturb but just audible enough to offer a moment to pause in the midst of the  
often times chaotic environment that you work in.  
 
Continuous Improvement 
It is the mandate of our department to continuously improve the quality of our  
service to the patients and hospital.  Your input is therefore very valuable and  
necessary, so please feel free to share your comments, suggestions and ideas  
with us.  You may call, email or talk to us in person.   
 
Courtyard Boutique 
This is the hospital gift shop, operated by the Volunteer  
Association, located on Level One between the main  
entrance and the public elevators.  It is run by a paid  
retail manager and staffed by volunteers.  Proceeds from the shop are donated  
to The Foundation of Guelph General Hospital to purchase patient care  
equipment.  Boutique hours are Monday-Friday 10 am – 6 pm, Saturday &  
Sunday 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.   
 
Education 
Education is an ongoing process.  Volunteers are encouraged to attend  
workshops, seminars, and in-service programs offered throughout the hospital.   
 



 

 

  

 
 
These opportunities will be posted in the following areas:  

 Volunteer “Sign in Room” on Level One (Room 1078). 

 Level One by the Staff entrance off the back parking lot.  

 Level Two outside Employee Health.  
 
Garbage & Recycling 
There are various garbage and recycling stations throughout  
the hospital.  It is your responsibility to dispose of your  
garbage or recycling.  The closest garbage and recycling  
station to Volunteer Resources is just outside the Auditorium  
on level one.   
Please do not leave your garbage in the volunteer sign in room.   
 
Liability 
All registered hospital volunteers come under the umbrella of the Hospital  
Insurance Policy that covers all hospital employees and volunteers while they  
are on duty, as long as they are doing the approved duties outlined on the  
position descriptions.  
 
Library 
Volunteers are welcome to use the Learning Centre at any time (on level 2).  It  
is staffed on a part-time basis.  Your ID badge will allow you access to the  
Learning Centre 24/7. 
 
Mailbox 
There is a mailbox located on level one near the main entrance, beside the pay  
phones. 
 

Newsletters 
The Guelph General Hospital Volunteer Association distributes a  
newsletter (The Volunteer Connection) four times per year and  
the Guelph General Hospital distributes a quarterly newsletter 
(General Express).  All volunteers and staff are encouraged to read these  
newsletters. Volunteer Resources emails a monthly “E-Newsletter” to all  
volunteers at the beginning of each month. 
 
Patient/Visitor Complaints or Compliments 
Sometimes patients/visitors will come to you with  
complaints or compliments.  Please refer them to the  
Director of the Department that the complaint/compliment is directed to.   



 

 

  

 
 
If the complaint must be resloved immediately, and the Director of the  
Department is not available, you may direct them to Patient Relations at 519  
837-6440 ext. 2815. 
 
Personal Property 
Guelph General Hospital will not accept responsibility for the loss of,  
or damage to, personal property belonging to volunteers or visitors.   
Do not bring valuables or excessive amounts of money to the hospital.   
 
Lockers are available in the volunteer sign in room, 1078.  You are welcome to  
bring your own lock, but make sure you take it with you at the end of your shift  
so other volunteers have access to the lockers. 
 
Security x 2968 
If you are concerned or suspicious of a person's behaviour in the hospital or on  
the grounds, call Security 2968 with detailed information.  Additionally, upon  
request hospital security officers will escort you to your car after dark.   
 
Smoking 
Guelph General Hospital is a smoke free workplace.  Smoking is  
not permitted anywhere inside or outside the hospital.  
 

Telephones 
Public pay phones are located at most entrances.  Volunteers may use the  
phone in the Mary Hales Volunteer Lounge, Room 1075.  Dial “9” for an outside  
line.  
 
Video Surveillance 
GGH has video surveillance in effect both in and around the hospital. The  
patients, staff, physicians, volunteers, visitors and property.  It is also used to  
deter, detect, and assist in investigations, as required.  

 
Vending Machines 
Vending machines are located at the entrance to the Cafeteria on level 2.   



 

 

  

 
 

COMMUNICATING EFFECTIVELY 
 
Simple Active Listening Techniques 
Written on February 14, 2009 by Sandy in Communication Pro  

 
Everyone wants and needs to be heard. We all want to know the people in our  
lives care about us. 
 
Having someone listen and respond to your needs can help you feel both  
important and cared for. Conversely, you give others a boost when you listen  
carefully to them. This is where active listening techniques becomes important. 
 
What is Active Listening? 
Maybe you haven’t heard of active listening before. Basically, it’s listening with  
the intent of understanding the total meaning of what’s being said. You do this  
by allowing the person to speak without interruption, and then you repeat back  
what they said. 
 
The goal of active listening is to improve understanding between both parties.  
You may not believe it, but there’s more to listening than merely being quiet. In  
fact, someone who’s an active listener will encourage the speaker to talk, try to  
clarify any points they don’t understand, and be sure they’re aware of the  
speaker’s intent.  
 
An active listener will enable the speaker to feel like they’ve truly been heard  
and understood. 
 
Before you begin a conversation, especially if the subject matter is important,  
be sure you’re in a location where you won’t be interrupted by noise or  
distractions. This sets the stage for a meaningful conversation. 
 
Here are some active listening techniques you can use to improve your  
communications:  
 

 Be attentive. Pay attention to the person speaking with you. Stay focused on 
what they’re saying, without trying to anticipate what they’re going to say 
next. Stay in the moment. 

 

 Respect the speaker. Even if you think you know what they’re going to say, 
try to listen to what’s actually being said. 

http://sandykumskov.com/author/Sandy/
http://sandykumskov.com/communication-pro/


 

 

  

 
 

 Pay attention to both verbal and nonverbal clues. Body language, facial 
expressions, and posture can all provide a detailed picture of what’s going 
on. 

 

 Keep your attitude in check. Avoid confrontation or anger. You’re not trying 
to win an argument; you’re trying to understand the person with whom you’re 
speaking. If something they’re saying particularly triggers you, take notice 
and later defuse that issue for yourself using a tool like EFT. 

 

 Avoid letting your personal preferences affect how you listen. Try to keep 
your personal beliefs from clouding the speaker’s statements. When you 
interpret what someone else is saying before they’ve finished saying it, you 
can shut them down – which isn’t what you want when you’re trying to build 
or maintain a relationship! 

 

 Don’t jump to conclusions. Regardless of what the speaker says, don’t make 
assumptions or judgments about what they said. Find out all the facts and 
ask questions if you need to, so you can both be clear that you’re both 
understanding each other. 

 

 For example, if you see someone who’s unshaven and poorly dressed you 
might deduce he’s homeless. The case may be that his wife had to be 
rushed to the hospital to deliver their baby and he didn’t have time to clean 
up first. You just can’t make assumptions.  

 

 If you don’t understand what’s being said, clarify by asking questions. Don’t 
interrupting. Ask your questions in an even tone of voice when the speaker 
pauses. 

 

 Try not to become distracted or lose track of what’s being said. Daydreaming 
about what you need at the grocery store won’t help your friend in need, and 
if you lose track of the conversation you’ll come across as uncaring. 

 

 Give appropriate nonverbal clues. When you’re actively listening to 
someone, your body language will show whether you’re paying attention or 
not.  Look the speaker in the eye while they’re talking and try to maintain eye 
contact as long as it’s comfortable for both of you.   Nodding your head is 
another indication that you’re listening. 
 



 

 

  

 
 

 Repeat back what you heard. This lets the speaker know that you’re really 
listening. Also, when you say what you understood, it gives them a chance 
to clarify any miscommunications. 

 

Empathy 
Empathy is the ability to understand another person's ideas and feelings. It is  
gaining the understanding (through listening) and demonstrating the  
understanding (by responding). In order to understand someone, you must gain  
an understanding of the thoughts, ideas, and feelings of the other person, and  
the situation that the person is in. To do this you need to carefully listen. You  
must then demonstrate that you have listened and that you understand. 

 
Listening opens the door to meaning. When you hear the person, understand  
the situation and the feelings, then you are in a position to take constructive  
action or to reply to her or him in a way that makes sense. Helpful listening  
helps people look at their ideas, plans, hopes, concerns, fears, etc. It helps  
them gather information, solve their problems themselves and try out other  
alternatives. Listening is hard work! 

 
Empathic Listening 
Empathic listening requires concentration, willingness and practice. The  
purpose of empathic listening is to gain a full an accurate understanding of a  
person's thoughts and feelings and to demonstrate to the person that you do  
understand by replying. In just about every statement a person makes, there  
are two parts: feelings and content/situation. In many conversations the most  
overlooked part of a statement, and yet the most important, is a statement of  
feelings. It is not possible to use empathy effectively unless you are able to  
recognize and restate another's feelings.  
 
Formula for empathic response: "It  
sounds like you are feeling (feeling) because (content)." 

 

Empathetic Conversation Leads  

 You feel... 

 Where you are coming from... 

 Are you saying....? 

 From your point of view... 

 It seems to you...  

 In your experience... 
 



 

 

  

 

 As you see it... 

 What I hear you saying... 

 You are feeling... 

 I hear you say that... 
 
Common Mistakes in Empathic Listening  

 Sounding like a parrot or robot 

 Talking about content only, ignoring feelings 

 Giving advice 

 Using poor attending skills 

 Shifting attention to yourself 

 Using empathic listening when not necessary (i.e. if individual just wants 
information, etc.) 

 
 

When to Listen With Empathy  

 To begin a relationship of trust and caring. 

 To help others understand themselves better and get more closely in touch 
with their feelings and attitudes. 

 When you find it hard to understand what someone is saying, or don't know 
what they mean by what they say. 

 When in doubt- empathize! 
 
 

Open-Ended Questioning 
Open-ended questions encourage the exploration of thoughts and feelings by  
leaving individuals free to answer in any way they choose. Examples of open- 
ended questions are:  
 

 Where would you like to begin? 

 Which concern would you like to talk about first? 

 Can you tell me about your situation?  

 How are you feeling right now? 

 Can you tell me more about that? 

 Can you tell me why you are feeling? 
 



 

 

  

 
 
Reflection and Paraphrasing 
Reflection is the process of listening for all clues indicating the person's feelings  
(voice tone, choice of words, sighs, etc.), acknowledging the feelings you hear  
("You sound angry about what happened?"), and checking out what you think  
you understand. Often we are confused by what we hear, or think we hear.  
You can reflect by paraphrasing what you are hearing. Paraphrasing is not  
merely repeating what the person has said to you.  
 
Parroting does not help the person to fully explore the situation. We need to be  
careful about using phrases such as "I know just how you feel." We don't know.  
People will feel much more at ease if they believe we are honestly trying to  
understand their situation and their feelings. 

 
Excerpt from "Volunteer Synchronicity". To order this 400+ page manual please call (250) 762 2355 or e-
mail the Kelowna Women's Resource Centre at kelwomenscentre@telus.net. 

 
PATIENT COMPLAINTS 

 

How do I communicate with angry people? 
 
Stay Calm 
o Remember that they are angry at a situation, and try not to take it personally 
o Focus on understanding the problem, not reacting to the person’s behaviour 
 
Communicate caring 
o People are often angry because they feel out of control 
o They need reassurance that you care and are willing to listen 
o Tell them you’d like to help. Ask how you can help 
o Emphasize what you can do, not what you can’t do 
o Watch your body language, and your tone of voice 
o Are you breathing quickly? Breath slowly and deeply to relax yourself 
 
Ask For Information 
o Asking people for information helps people to move from childish angry 

behaviour to adult problem-solving behaviour 
o Asking caring questions give the message that you want to understand 
o Give them a way to report their complaint  
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Personalize 
o Stop doing everything else and focus on the patient 
o Use their name, in a polite tone, when talking to them 
o If they are rude, you can always ask “Is there anything about my behaviour 

that has made you feel you need to talk to me this way? 
o Give them the visitors guidelines 
o Give angry people choices 
o Choices give them feeling of control 
o Focus on what you are able to do, not what you can’t do 
o Ask what solution feels best to them 
o Involve your team partners (Resource nurse, security, ward clerk etc.) 
 
Remember 
o Complaints are opportunities for improvement 
o Most people just want someone to listen to them and make them feel heard. 
o You are not alone! 

o You are not expected to take any abuse  
 

 

TIPS ON INTERACTING WITH PATIENTS/FAMILY 
 

 Identify yourself by first name only and give your reason for being there.    
 “My name is John and I am a volunteer.  I am available to answer any general 

information questions, ensure you are with your family member when 
appropriate etc. 

 

 While waiting for a patient to return, you may engage in conversation with the 
family member/friend.  This may help the person pass the time and ease their 
anxiety. If the patient is on their own, this could apply as well.   

   

 Once you have been talking with a patient/family member/friend, they may 
begin to ask you questions.  Answer the questions at your own comfort level 
without giving too much specific information. 

 

 To ensure the person knows you are listening, you can use some 
communication strategies such as:  



 

 

  

 
 

 non-verbal encouragement (nods, smiles, leaning towards the  
 speaker)  

 back channel cues (mhmm, uhuh,oh )  

 verbal encouragement (really?, you did?, goodness!)  
 

Be sure to learn the patient's name and to use it throughout the \ 
conversation, especially when entering and leaving.  Always use Mr. or  
Mrs./Miss unless otherwise stated. 
 
LISTEN, LISTEN, LISTEN.  
This is the key word in visiting with a patient in the hospital. He/she needs  
that outlet of conversing with a friendly person. 
 
Sometimes patients have worries or complaints that they express to you. 
The following are some examples of how you could respond: 
 

 

* Patient: 
You: 

I’m in a lot of pain at the moment 
Would you like me to get your nurse?  

 
* 

 
Patient: 

You: 

 
I’d like to have my shower before my visitors  
come. 
I will check with your nurse to see if there is time for your  
shower.  Volunteers do not bathe or shower patients. 

 
* Patient: 

You: 
I don’t like the lunch I’ve been given. 
Let the patient know they can choose their food from a menu  
(depending on if they have any dietary restrictions). Then tell  
the nurse the likes and dislikes of the patient 

 
* Patient: 

You: 
I’m really tired of waiting for the doctor to come. 
See if the patient wants you to check with the nurse to see  
how long it may be until the doctor is able to see the patient. 

 
* 

 
Patient: 

You: 

 
I’m concerned because my wife/husband said that she/he 
was coming to visit me an hour ago and she’s/he’s still not  
here. Ask the patient if they want to call their wife/husband.  
Maybe the person was delayed in traffic, late leaving work etc. 



 

 

  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Thank you for becoming a GGH Volunteer 

Please contact us if you have any questions. 
Monday – Friday between 8-4 pm. 

 
519-837-6440 x 2873 

volunteers@gghorg.ca 


